





TO WELD  GOLD  OR  COPPER  BALLS  FORMED  AT  THE  END  OF  A WIRE 
USING AN ELECTRIC ARC SEE REF ;=	 TO METAL BONDPADS ON THE 
SURFACE  OF  3I  CHIPS  4HE WIRE  FORMS  A MECHANICALLY  RELIABLE 
ELECTRICAL CONNECTION BETWEEN CHIP AND SUBSTRATE 4HE TERM 
³THERMOSONIC´  IS  USED  BECAUSE  THE  PROCESS  USES MODERATE 
HEATING  OF  THE  CHIPS  AND  ULTRASONIC  VIBRATIONS  TO  FORM  THE 
WELD  BETWEEN  THE  WIRE  AND  THE  MOST  COMMON  BONDPAD 




ON  POLYMERIC  SUBSTRATES  AND  AT  THE  HIGHER  END  FOR  CHIPS 
ATTACHED TO METAL SUBSTRATES LEADFRAMES	 'OLD BALLBONDING 
IS  CURRENTLY  ONE  OF  THE  MAJOR  INTERCONNECT  PROCESSES  IN 
MICROELECTRONICS  PACKAGING  AND  ALTHOUGH  COPPER  WIRE 
BALLBONDING  MAY  EVENTUALLY  DOMINATE  IN  CONSUMER 
APPLICATIONS  THE  USE  OF  GOLD  WIRE  IS  EXPECTED  FOR  SOME 
CONSIDERABLE  TIME  IN  HIGH  RELIABILITY  APPLICATIONS  SUCH  AS 
AUTOMOTIVE AND AEROSPACE  7ITH GOLD BALLBONDING THE BOND 
RESULTS  FROM  FORMATION  OF  GOLD  ¯  ALUMINIUM  INTERMETALLICS 
THAT  ARE  TYPICALLY  M  THICK  WHEN  BONDED  TO  M  THICK 
BONDPAD  METALLIZATION    3TRONGER  WELDS  RESULT  FROM  A 
LARGER  AREA  OF  INTERMETALLICS  AT  THE  INTERFACE  CALLED 








AND  MECHANICAL  PROTECTION  !SSEMBLED  PACKAGES  MAY 
UNDERGO  FURTHER  PROCESSING  SUCH  MOUNTING  TO  OTHER 
SUBSTRATES  USING  RE¾OW  SOLDERING  WHICH  TYPICALLY  EXPOSES 




USUALLY  LIMITED  TO  GOLD  RICH  COMPOUNDS  BECAUSE  OF  THE 
PLENTIFUL SUPPLY OF GOLD FROM THE WIRE  3OME STUDIES SUGGEST 
THAT IN GENERAL ONLY THREE COMPOUNDS OCCUR AND IN PROPORTIONS 
THAT  DEPEND  ON  TIME  AND WIRE  CHEMISTRY  ;=  WHILE  OTHERS 
SUGGEST THAT ALL COMPOUNDS GROW AND ARE SEEN IN BALLBONDS 
;=  ,IKE MOST INTERMETALLICS GOLD ¯  ALUMINIUM INTERMETALLICS 
ARE  BRITTLE  )F  INTERMETALLICS  GROW  UNIFORMLY  ACROSS  THE 
BALLBOND THE ELECTRICAL CONNECTION SHOULD REMAIN ROBUST BUT 
IF  GROWTH  IS  NONUNIFORM  STRESSES  EVOLVED  AS  A  RESULT  OF 
INTERDIFFUSION  CANNOT  BE  RELAXED  AND  CAN  LEAD  TO  FRACTURE 
(OWEVER  WITH  OPTIMISED  BALLBONDING  ENCAPSULATION  AND 
SOLDER RE¾OW PROCESS PARAMETERS AS WELL AS COMPATIBLE WIRE 































SHOULD  OCCUR  RELATIVELY  UNIFORMLY  RESULTING  IN  A  RELIABLE 
MICROELECTRONICS PACKAGE
3ELECTION  OF  GOLD  BONDING  WIRES  USUALLY  STARTS  WITH 
OPTIMIZING  THE  BONDING  PROCESS  ON  MECHANICAL  NON
FUNCTIONAL	 DEVICES WITHOUT EPOXY ENCAPSULATION  )SOTHERMAL 
AGEING  OF  THE  DEVICES  AT  #  MAY  BE  PERFORMED  FOR 
EXTENDED PERIODS OF TIME UP TO  HOURS USUALLY IN AIR	 OR 
MORE  IF  REQUIRED  IN  ORDER  TO  DETERMINE  THE  MECHANICAL 
ROBUSTNESS OF THE BALLBONDS AS INTERMETALLICS GROW 4HIS TEST 
IS  NORMALLY  REFERRED  TO  AS  HIGH  TEMPERATURE  STORAGE  (43	 
TEST   7IRES  ARE  OFTEN  CONSIDERED  TO  PASS  THE  INTERMETALLIC 
GROWTH  TESTS  IF  THE  MECHANICAL  STRENGTH  EXCEEDS  A 
PREDE½NED THRESHOLD AND  IF  THERE ARE NO  LIFTED BALL  FAILURES 
4HERE MAY BE A SIMILAR PROCESS OF ENCAPSULANT SELECTION BY 
REPEATING THE (43 TEST WITH THE BESTPERFORMING WIRES FROM 
THE  BARE  DEVICE  TEST  AND  SELECTING  ENCAPSULANTS  THAT  GIVE 
THE  BEST  RESULTS  %NCAPSULANTWIRE  COMPATIBILITY  MAY  BE 
JUDGED ON THE UNIFORMITY OF  INTERMETALLIC GROWTH AS WELL AS 
WIRE  PULL  STRENGTH  AFTER  REMOVAL  OF  THE  ENCAPSULANT  WITH 
FUMING NITRIC ACID ;=  
4HE  ABILITY  OF  WIRE  CHEMISTRY  TO  IN¾UENCE  INTERMETALLIC 
GROWTH AND STABILITY IN GOLD BALLBONDS GENERALLY DISREGARDED 
AND ALMOST ALL STUDIES OF INTERMETALLIC GROWTH DISCUSS BINARY 
INTERMETALLICS  3OME  STUDIES  CONSIDER  THE  EFFECTS  OF  WIRE 
CHEMISTRY FOR EXAMPLE "LISH ET AL ;= CONCLUDING THAT THERE IS 
AN  IMPACT ON  RELIABILITY 4HERE  IS HOWEVER AN OVERALL  LACK OF 
ATTENTION  TO WIRE  CHEMISTRY  PROBABLY  DUE  TO  THE  FACT  THAT 
REGARDLESS  OF  WIRE  TYPE  THE  SAME  INTERMETALLICS  APPEAR  TO 
GROW  IN  THE  SAME SEQUENCE  IN BALLBONDS AT  LEAST AS  FAR AS 
%$8  THE MOST COMMONLY USED TOOL  FOR ANALYSING CHEMICAL 
COMPOSITION	 CAN TELL ;=  )N ADDITION THERE IS THE PERCEPTION 




INTERMETALLIC  GROWTH  ;=  )N  ADDITION  THE  IN¾UENCE  OF 





0HILOFSKY  SUGGESTS  THAT  3I  FORMS  !U3I!L  COMPOUNDS  ;= 
WHILE .OOLU ET AL CONCLUDE THAT #U  IN THE BONDPAD HAS NO 
EFFECT  ON  INTERMETALLIC  TYPE  OR  GROWTH  ;=  (OWEVER  AN 
INTERESTING  PHENOMENON  IN  .  WIRES  THAT  SUGGESTS  WIRE 
CHEMISTRY  MAY  IN¾UENCE  THE  TYPE  OF  INTERMETALLIC  IN 
BALLBONDS IS THE OBSERVATION THAT AT LONG AGEING TIMES !U!L 







M  THICK  !L#U3I  METALLIZATION  AT  M  WITH  A 
BOND PAD OPENING OF M USING A +3 -AXM BALL BONDER 
)DENTICAL DEVICES AND SUBSTRATES WERE USED 0RIOR TO BONDING 
DEVICES  WERE  PLASMA  CLEANED  IN  ARGON  4HE  ELEMENTS 
CONTAINED IN EACH WIRE ARE NOT EXPLICITLY GIVEN FOR PROPRIETARY 




SIZE  #6  CONTACT  VELOCITY	  POWER  TIME  AND  FORCE  AS  THE 
VARIABLES AND A POPULATION SIZE OF  BALLS FOR EACH TYPE OF 
DEVICE  3TATISTICAL  SOFTWARE  WAS  USED  TO  ANALYZE  DATA  AND 
OPTIMUM PARAMETERS WERE  CON½RMED  BY  BONDING    BALLS 
AND MEASURING THE SHEAR AND PULL VALUES USING A $AGE  









CHEMICAL  COMPOSITION OF  PHASES WAS MEASURED WITH  A  ,EO 
60 3%- EQUIPPED WITH AN /XFORD )NSTRUMENTS )NCA %$8 
SYSTEM %TCHING OF SAMPLES WITH AQUAREGIA WAS PERFORMED 





  !  "  #  $  3I  #U
7IRE !      ¯  ¯  ¯  ¯
7IRE "          ¯  ¯

















BETWEEN  !U!L  AND  THE  GOLD  BALL    4HIN  ½LM  STUDIES  ;= 
SUGGEST THE PHASE IS !U !L BUT WITH AN IN½NITE SUPPLY OF !U AND 
A  ½NITE  SUPPLY  OF  !L  IT  MAY  ALSO  BE  !U!L  WHICH 
HAS  THE  NEXT  MOST  NEGATIVE  HEAT  OF  FORMATION  &URTHER 
INTERMETALLIC  GROWTH  OCCURS  AS  LONG  AS  A  SUPPLY  OF  !L  IS 
AVAILABLE AND !U!L LATER FORMS A DISTINCT AND THIN LAYER BETWEEN 
!U AND !U!L  !FTER  HOURS WHEN THE SUPPLY OF !L HAS MORE 
OR  LESS  EXHAUSTED  !U!L  IS  CLEARLY  VISIBLE  IN  &IG  B	  AND  IS 







7HEN  INTERMETALLIC  REACTIONS  CONSUME  ALL  BONDPAD 
ALUMINIUM  FURTHER  GROWTH  OR  FORMATION  OF  COMPOUNDS 
SHOULD  STOP  4HEREFORE  FURTHER  AGEING BEYOND  THE  TIME AT 
WHICH  THE  LAST  !L  IS  CONSUMED  OUGHT  NOT  TO  RESULT  IN  ANY 




!U!L  AND  !U!L  AS  3%-  IMAGES  IN  &IG  C	  AND  &IG  D	 
CLEARLY  SHOW 4HE  SECOND !U!L  LAYER  SEEMS  TO  FORM AT  THE 
EXPENSE OF !U!L  4HE ½RST LAYER OF !U!L HAS ½NE COLUMNAR 
GRAINS  ROUGHLY  M WIDE	  WHICH  SUGGESTS  A  VERY  HIGH 
DENSITY OF NUCLEATION POINTS AND STRONGLY DIRECTIONAL GROWTH 
WHILE THE SECOND !U!L LAYER HAS THE SAME COARSE GRAIN SIZE 
AS  !U!L  ROUGHLY  M  WIDE	  (OWEVER  !U!L  IS  STILL 


































OF  AGED  GOLD  BALLBONDS  IN  &IG    SHOWS  THE  GRADUAL 
TRANSFORMATION OF !U!L TO !U!L  
!N INTERMETALLIC PHASE GROWS AROUND THE SIDES OF THE BALLS 
&IG  A		  AND  %$8  ANALYSIS  SHOWS  THIS  PHASE  IS  !U!L  4HE 
SURFACE  OF  !U!L  IN  CONTACT  WITH  AIR  CONSISTS  OF  DISCRETE 
CONTACTING  SPHERICAL  PARTICLES  DIFFERENT  FROM  THE  BULK  OR 
INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF THE !U!L THAT CAN BE SEEN FROM CROSS
SECTIONS SEE &IG 	  %XAMINATION OF LIFTED BALLS TAKEN FROM 
ANOTHER  RELIABILITY  STUDY  WITH  DIFFERENT  WIRE  MATERIALS	  IN 
&IG  B	  SHOWS  THE  MORPHOLOGY  OF  THE  !U!L  WITHIN  THE 













































THE  ABSENCE  OF  ANY  FEATURES  THAT  INDICATE  YIELD  AND 









THE  HIGHEST  STRESSES  DURING  DEFORMATION  4HIS  IS  ALSO  THE 
REGION WHERE BALL HARDNESS IN ASBONDED BALLS IS OFTEN HIGHER 
THAN AT OTHER LOCATIONS DUE TO WORK HARDENING ;=  




PHASE  RELATIVE  TO  THE ELECTRON BEAM (OWEVER  THE ANGULAR 
APPEARANCE  OF  THE  ¾AKES  SUGGESTS  A  HARD  BRITTLE  PHASE 
POSSIBLY AN OXIDE THAT HAS GROWN DURING AGEING  4HE ORIGIN OF 




)F  THE  ¾AKES  ARE  SOME  FORM  OF  OXIDE  THEY MAY  BE  DUE  TO 
OXIDATION OF THE INTERMETALLIC PHASES BECAUSE THE BALLBONDED 
DEVICES  ARE  UNENCAPSULATED  AND  AIR  AND  CONTAMINANTS 
POSSIBLY  FROM  THE  PLASTIC  SUBSTRATE	  MAY  PENETRATE 
UNDERNEATH THE BALL  






































































































DURING  THE  EARLY  STAGES  OF  GROWTH  4HE  TOTAL  COMPOUND 
THICKNESS BOTH COMPOUNDS TAKEN TOGETHER	  IS ALSO PLOTTED 
4HE  GRAPHS  ARE  DIVIDED  INTO  TWO  TIMEFRAMES  3TAGE  )  AND 




COMPOUND  THICKNESS  KP  IS  THE  PARABOLIC  GROWTH  RATE 
A CONSTANT	 AND T IS TIME IN SECONDS  
  	









GROWTH  RATE  CONSTANT  KP  CANNOT  BE  MEASURED  FOR  THE 
COMPOUNDS  IN  BOTH  WIRES  AND  ONLY  THE  TOTAL  COMPOUND 
GROWTH  CONSTANT  KP  IS  PRESENTED  IN  4ABLE    4HE  NUMERICAL 
VALUE  OF  KP  IS  IN  THE  RANGE    X  
  MS  SIMILAR  IN 
MAGNITUDE TO DATA COMMONLY REPORTED FOR DIFFUSION COUPLES 
;=  )NTERMETALLIC  THICKNESS  IS  SIMILAR  IN  BOTH WIRE  TYPES  AT 
THE SAME TIMES ALTHOUGH KP FOR " WIRE IS SIGNI½CANTLY SMALLER 
THAN 4YPE ! WIRE  (OWEVER THE DATA FOR WIRE " SHOWS SOME 
SLIGHT  CURVATURE  THAT  INDICATES  A  RELATIVELY  SMALL  DEVIATION 
FROM  PARABOLIC  GROWTH  0ARABOLIC  GROWTH  ASSUMES  THAT 
VACANCY EQUILIBRIUM AND THE CURVATURE SEEN WITH " WIRE MAY 
INDICATE  SOME  SUPERSATURATION  OF  VACANCIES  %XCEPTIONS  TO 
PARABOLIC BEHAVIOUR ARE KNOWN AND LINEAR KINETICS MAY OCCUR 
DURING  THE  EARLY  STAGES  OF  INTERMETALLIC  GROWTH  ;=  WHILE 
EXPONENTS OF GREATER  THAN ½  AND BETWEEN  HAVE BEEN 
OBSERVED WHICH  ARE  ATTRIBUTED  TO  SEVERAL  EFFECTS  INCLUDING 
CHANGE OF ATOMIC VOLUME OF DIFFUSING SPECIES WHEN FORMING 






A  SUPPLY  OF  !L  FURTHER  TOTAL  COMPOUND  THICKENING  OCCURS 
BETWEEN  TS  INCREASING  BY  ¤M  4HE 
INCREASE  IN  THICKNESS  IS ¤M FOR !U!L AND ¤ M FOR 




!U!L  REMAINS  AND  A  SECOND  LAYER  OF  !U!L  GROWS  WITH 
PARABOLIC  TIME  DEPENDENCE  BETWEEN  !U!L  LAYER  	  AND 
!U!L GROWING AT THE EXPENSE OF !U!L WHICH AS &IG B	 
SHOWS  DECREASES  IN  THICKNESS  AS  IT  UNDERGOES  A  PHASE 
TRANSFORMATION  TO !U!L  )N ORDER  FOR  THE  TRANSFORMATION  TO 
OCCUR  GOLD MUST  DIFFUSE  TO  THE  !U!L  4YPE  "  WIRE  SHOWS 
AN  OVERALL  INCREASE  IN  THICKNESS  OF  ¤M  BETWEEN 
TS PARTLY DUE TO SOME THICKENING OF !U!L	 
AND  A  STEADY  INCREASE  IN  THE  THICKNESS  OF  !U!L  LAYER  	 






&ROM  EXPERIMENTAL  DATA  IN  &IG  B	  THE  GROWTH  RATE 
CONSTANT FOR THE SECOND LAYER OF !U!L IS KP   X 
 MS 
SEE  4ABLE 	  AND  THE  CONSTANT  T
  IS  ESTIMATED  AS  S 
FROM &IG B	  
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ORDER  OF  APPEARANCE  WITHOUT  CONSIDERING  THE  DIFFUSION 
MECHANISM 4HE DIFFUSION MECHANISM IS IMPORTANT BECAUSE 
STOICHIOMETRY DETERMINES HOW !U AND !L DIFFUSE THROUGH THE 
VARIOUS  COMPOUNDS  TO  INTERFACES  4HE  INTERMETALLICS  !U!L 
AND !U!L ARE STOICHIOMETRIC COMPOUNDS WITH A VERY NARROW 
SOLUBILITY  RANGE  AND  DIFFUSION  OF  !U  AND  !L  WITHIN  THE 
COMPOUNDS SHOULD OCCUR ON THE SUBLATTICES FORMED BY EACH 
ELEMENT  4HE INTRINSIC DIFFUSION COEF½CIENT OF EACH ELEMENT 
ON  THE  RESPECTIVE  SUB¯LATTICE  WITHIN  !U!L  THEREFORE 
DETERMINES THE SPEED OF DIFFUSION OF AN ELEMENT ACROSS THE 
COMPOUND TO AN INTERFACE 4HE SPEED AND EASE WITH WHICH 




DEPENDING  ON  THE  CONNECTIVITY  OF  EACH  SUBLATTICE  &OR 
EXAMPLE GROWTH OF !U!L AT THE WIRE AND CHIP SIDES DEPENDS 
ON THE RATE OF !L AND !U DIFFUSION TO EACH RESPECTIVE INTERFACE 
)N  STOICHIOMETRIC  COMPOUNDS  UNDER  THE  ASSUMPTION  OF 
THERMODYNAMIC  EQUILIBRIUM  AT  EACH  INTERFACE  ACTIVITY 
GRADIENTS DRIVE DIFFUSION AND INTERMETALLIC GROWTH RATHER THAN 
CONCENTRATION  GRADIENTS  ;=  4HEREFORE  FORMATION  OF 
!U ¯ !L COMPOUNDS MAY BE VIEWED FROM A SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT 
PERSPECTIVE  THAN  COMMONLY  FOUND  IN  GOLD  BALLBONDING 





A  THIN  LAYER  OF  !U!L  FORMS  AND ONCE  THE  LAYER  COVERS  THE 
WHOLE  INTERFACE  FURTHER  GROWTH  REQUIRES  THAT  !U  AND  !L 
DIFFUSE  THROUGH !U!L  TO  EACH  INTERFACE  ON  THE  RESPECTIVE 

































LOWEST  FREE ENERGY	  THE OVERALL  RATE OF DECREASE OF  SYSTEM 
ENERGY  SLOWS  DOWN  4HE  RATE  OF  FREE  ENERGY  DECREASE  CAN 
HOWEVER BECOME FASTER BY FORMING A PHASE THAT IS EASIER TO 
ASSEMBLE  WITH  THE  REDUCED  ¾UX  OF  ATOMS  AND  THEREFORE 
GROWS FASTER EVEN IF THAT PHASE DOES NOT HAVE THE LOWEST FREE 
ENERGY  4HEREFORE  AS  &IG  D	  ILLUSTRATES  AND  AS  &IG  A	 
SHOWS THE ½RST LAYER OF !U!L FORMS BETWEEN !U AND !U !L 
WHEN  THERE  IS  STILL  !L  AVAILABLE  FOR  REACTION  WITH  !U  AND 
FORMATION OF !U!L NEAR THE CHIP WHICH SUGGEST THAT THE ¾UX 
OF !L TO THAT INTERFACE IS TOO SMALL TO PERMIT GROWTH OF !U !L 
AT  A  FAST  ENOUGH  RATE  (OWEVER  THE  CONTINUED  GROWTH  OF 
!U!L  AT  THE  !U!L  ¯  !L  INTERFACE  SHOWS  THE  PHASE  FORMS 
RELATIVELY EASILY AND THEREFORE THERE IS A SUF½CIENTLY HIGH ¾UX 









#U!U  RULE´  ;  =  FROM  OBSERVATIONS  THAT  IN  ORDERED 
COMPOUNDS  THE  MAJORITY  ELEMENT  NATURALLY  DIFFUSES  MORE 
EASILY  BECAUSE  THE  SUBLATTICE  HAS  GREATER  CONNECTIVITY  A 
CONCEPT  THAT  IS WIDELY  ACCEPTED  4HEREFORE  IT  APPEARS  THAT 












OF  !L  WHICH  CAN  ONLY  BEGIN  BY  DIFFUSION  OF  GOLD  FROM  THE 
BONDING WIRE THROUGH THE ½RST LAYER OF !U!L TO !U!L  
)N  ADDITION  TO  THE  BULK  DIFFUSION  MECHANISM  DESCRIBED 
ABOVE GRAIN BOUNDARY DIFFUSION CAN ALSO OCCUR 4HE GRAINS OF 
THE ½RST  LAYER OF !U!L  ARE NARROW AND COLUMNAR  AND GRAIN 
BOUNDARY  DIFFUSION  OUGHT  TO  CONTRIBUTE  MORE  TO  THE 
DIFFUSION ¾UX THAN THROUGH THE LARGER GRAINS OF !U!L 'RAIN 
BOUNDARY  DIFFUSION  IN  INTERMETALLICS  IS  GENERALLY  NOT  AS 
SIMPLE  AS  IN  RANDOM  ALLOYS  AND  THE  CONCENTRATION  OF 




THAT  MAY  ALSO  AFFECT  INTERACTION  WITH  IMPURITY  ATOMS  ;= 
4HERE IS NO RESEARCH LITERATURE ON THE GRAIN BOUNDARY STRUCTURE 
OF  !U  ¯  !L  COMPOUNDS  AND  NOTHING  FURTHER  CAN  BE  SAID 













5NDER  THE ASSUMPTION  THAT  TRANSFORMATION OF !U!L  INTO  A 
SECOND  LAYER  OF  !U!L  REQUIRES  DIFFUSION  OF  !U  THROUGH  THE 






IE  THERE  IS  NO MODI½CATION  TO  THE  INTERMETALLIC  STRUCTURE 
!NALYSIS OF THE DIFFUSION PROCESS BEGINS WITH THE ASSUMPTION 
THAT THE MOBILE SPECIES ARE !U AND !U SUBLATTICE VACANCIES 








IN  THE PHASE !U!L  LAYER 	  AT  THE GIVEN  TEMPERATURE  THAT 
REPRESENTS  THE MOBILITY OF A  SPECIES  IN A  SOLID PHASE  IN  THE 
ABSENCE  OF  THERMODYNAMIC  EFFECTS  4HE  TRACER  DIFFUSION 
COEF½CIENT $!U
 IS A CONSTANT IE IT IS A MATERIAL CONSTANT FOR 
A  GIVEN  COMPOSITION  AT  A  GIVEN  TEMPERATURE  AND  THE 
THERMODYNAMIC  FACTOR  IN  SQUARE BRACKETS  TAKES  ACCOUNT OF 
THE  CONDITIONS  AT  THE  INTERFACES  BOUNDARIES	  WITH  OTHER 





        	
7HERE C!U IS THE CONCENTRATION OF !U IN THE COMPOUND IN 
MOLM  (OWEVER  ASSUMING  !U!L  TO  BE  A  STOICHIOMETRIC 
COMPOUND  THERE  IS  NO  CONCENTRATION  GRADIENT  4HEREFORE 
WRITE
         	
!SSUMING  CONSTANT  MOLAR  VOLUME  AND  INSERTING  %QN 
 INTO %QN  THE FOLLOWING EXPRESSION IS FOUND
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4HE GROWTH RATE OF THE COMPOUND CAN BE WRITTEN AS
       	
)N  %QN  	  N!U!L	  IS  THE  NUMBER  OF MOLES  OF  PRODUCT 
FORMED  PER  MOLE  OF  !U  DIFFUSING  ACROSS  THE  PRODUCT 
LAYER  N!U!L	  IS  A  DIMENSIONLESS  TERM	  %XPRESSIONS  FOR 
*!U6M
!U!L	¥X  OBTAINED  FROM  	  AND  	  CAN  BE  EQUATED 
AND REARRANGED TO SHOW
        	
)N  PRINCIPLE  A  SIMPLE  ESTIMATE  OF  THE  THERMODYNAMIC 
FACTOR CAN ALSO BE MADE AS FOLLOWS
     	
&ROM  THIS  EQUATION  THE  THERMODYNAMIC  FACTOR  CAN  BE 
WRITTEN AS
     	
7HERE  N!U!L	  IS  THE  NUMBER  OF  MOLES  OF  THE  SECOND 




HEAT  OF  REACTION  WHICH  AS  IT  BECOMES  MORE  NEGATIVE 
RESULTS  IN  A  LARGER  ACTIVITY  GRADIENT  !N  ESTIMATE  OF  THE 
THERMODYNAMIC  FACTOR  REQUIRES  KNOWLEDGE  OF  THE  SPECI½C 
REACTION  THAT  RESULTS  IN  THE  FORMATION  OF  !U!LLAYER  	 




	  !U!L    !U  ª  	  !U!L  BUT  THIS  IS  SIMPLY  AN 
EQUATION WITH A VERY LOW FREE ENERGY CHANGE MAKING IT HIGHLY 
UNLIKELY TO OCCUR AND LACKING PHYSICAL BASIS 4HE MICROSCOPIC 
MECHANISM  BEHIND  THE  CONVERSION  IS  MORE  COMPLEX 
PROBABLY  INVOLVING  CREATION  OF  AN  ACTIVITY  GRADIENT  BY 
INTERACTIONS  BETWEEN  DOPANTS  OR  BONDPAD  ELEMENTS  AND 
GOLD  IN  !U!L  4HEREFORE  N!U!L	  THE  NUMBER  OF  MOLES 
OF  THE  SECOND  LAYER  OF !U!L  FORMED PER MOLE OF  DIFFUSING 
GOLD  ATOMS  IS  UNKNOWN    (OWEVER  BY  USING  HYPOTHETICAL 
VALUES  OF  N!U!L	  AND  ¥2(

!U  AND  EXAMINING  THE  DIFFUSION 
COEF½CIENT AND ACTIVITY GRADIENTS IT IS POSSIBLE TO MAKE SOME 
HYPOTHESES  ABOUT  THE  DIFFUSION  REACTION  PROCESS  4ABLE   
SHOWS  VALUES  OF  $!U  $!U
  AND  THE  THERMODYNAMIC  FACTOR 
CALCULATED  WITH  VARIOUS  ASSUMED  VALUES  OF  !¥2(!U
 
!S  EXPECTED  $!U  IS  THE  SAME  REGARDLESS  OF  THE  ASSUMED 
VALUES WHILE  $!U
  AND  THE  THERMODYNAMIC  FACTOR  VARY  4HE 
THERMODYNAMIC  FACTOR BECOMES  LARGER  IN DIRECT PROPORTION 
TO THE FREE ENERGY CHANGE FOR THE PHASE TRANSFORMATION  4HE 
REACTION  THEREFORE  BECOMES  MORE  PROBABLE  AS  ¥2(!U
 
BECOMES LARGER MORE NEGATIVE	  
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0RIOR  TO  CONSUMPTION  OF  ALUMINIUM  IN  THE  BONDPAD 
INTERMETALLIC GROWTH WITH BOTH WIRE TYPES IS SIMILAR IN THAT THE 
SEQUENCE OF  COMPOUND  FORMATION  IS  THE  SAME AND OCCURS 




AFTER  PARABOLIC  GROWTH  STOPS  SUGGESTS  AN  EFFECT  OF  WIRE 
CHEMISTRY  4HE  PHASE  CHANGE  REQUIRES  A  SOURCE  OF  GOLD 
WHICH  IS  ASSUMED  TO  COME  FROM  DIFFUSION  OF  !U  FROM  THE 
WIRE  THROUGH  !U!L  TO  !U!L  WHERE  A  REACTION  OCCURS 
WITH  !U!L  !SSUMING  THE  COMPOUNDS  ARE  STOICHIOMETRIC 
THE DIFFUSION ANALYSIS PRESENTED EARLIER SUGGESTS THE DRIVING 
FORCE  FOR DIFFUSION  IS  A GOLD  ACTIVITY GRADIENT  AND  THEREFORE 
GOLD  ACTIVITY  AT  INTERFACE  ))  IS  LESS  THAN  AT  INTERFACE  ) 






ALLOY  OR  COMPOUND  OVER  THE  WHOLE  COMPOSITION  RANGE 




ONE  ANOTHER  THE  ENTHALPY  OF  MIXING  IS  NEGATIVE  AND  THE 
























Al-1% Si-0.5% Cu bondpad
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AFTER  RELATIVELY  LONG  TIMES  THE  HYPOTHESIS  IS  THAT  DOPANTS 
#U ANDOR 3I ACT TO REDUCE GOLD ACTIVITY IN !U!L GIVING RISE 
TO AN ACTIVITY GRADIENT  
4HE  PROBLEM  WITH  THIS  HYPOTHESIS  IS  THAT  EXPERIMENTAL 
DATA IN THIS STUDY DOES NOT PERMIT A DIRECT UNDERSTANDING OF 
HOW  THE  ADDITIONAL  ELEMENTS  #U  3I  AND  DOPANTS  MIGHT 








BECOME  PART  OF  THE  INTERMETALLIC  4HEREFORE  THE  LOCAL 
CONCENTRATION  OF  #U  AND  3I  IN  THE  REMAINING  !L  INCREASES 
EVENTUALLY FORMING A #U3I RICH LAYER ILLUSTRATED SCHEMATICALLY 
IN  &IG    4HIS  LAYER WOULD  ALSO PREVENT  OR  SLOW DOWN  THE 
GROWTH  OF  !U!L  PERHAPS  PREVENTING  CONTACTING  WITH  THE 
CHIP IF THE LAYER FORMS BETWEEN !U!L AND !L !LTERNATIVELY 





3I  RICH  LAYER  IS  NOT  SEEN  AND  THEREFORE  #U  AND  3I MUST  BE 
DISTRIBUTED  IN  SOME  MANNER  WITHIN  THE  INTERMETALLIC 
COMPOUND )F #U AND 3I HAVE SOME SOLUBILITY IN !U!L THEY 
MAY  SUBSTITUTE  FOR  !U  OR  !L  ON  THE  LATTICE  PERHAPS  ALSO 
SEGREGATING TO GRAIN BOUNDARIES )F #U AND 3I BECOME SOLUBLE 
TO  SOME  EXTENT  IN  THE  INTERMETALLIC  THE  DIFFUSION  PROCESS 
LEADING  TO  THE  FORMATION  OF  !U!L  SHOULD  BE  DIFFERENT 
!SSUMING  THE  !U!L  COMPOUND  IS  STOICHIOMETRIC  WITH  A 
NARROW STABILITY RANGE THE MUCH LOWER CONCENTRATIONS OF #U 
ANDOR  3I  CANNOT  FORM  SEPARATE  LATTICES  AND  PRESUMABLY 
SUBSTITUTE  FOR  EITHER  !U  OR  !L  'ROWTH  OF  !U!L  REQUIRES 






)T  IS  THEREFORE  IMPOSSIBLE  TO KNOW HOW #U AND 3I DISTRIBUTE 
THROUGHOUT  !U!L  WITHOUT  USING  MORE  SOPHISTICATED 
EXPERIMENTAL  TOOLS BUT BOTH ELEMENTS MUST BE PART OF  THE 
COMPOUND  EITHER  ON  THE  LATTICE  OR  SEGREGATED  AT  GRAIN 
BOUNDARIES OR BOTH !SSUMING THAT #U AND 3I ARE PART OF THE 
½RST COMPOUND THAT GROWS !U!L GROWTH OF !U!L LAYER 	 
WHICH  STARTS WHEN !U!L  REACHES A  CRITICAL  THICKNESS MUST 
OCCUR  BY  THE  USUAL  MECHANISM  OF  DIFFUSION  OF  !L  THROUGH 
!U!L AND !U!L LAYER 	 TO THE !U ¯  !U!L LAYER 	 INTERFACE 
)T  IS  UNCERTAIN  IF  #U  AND  3I  DIFFUSE  INTO  !U!L  LAYER  	  AND 
SUBSTITUTE FOR !U OR !L AND BECAUSE THE COMPOUND DOES NOT 
CHANGE  WITH  EITHER  WIRE  TYPE  EFFECTS  OF  #U  AND  3I  ON 
!U!LLAYER  	  ARE  ASSUMED  NEGLIGIBLE  AND  ARE  NOT  FURTHER 
DISCUSSED
3UBSTITUTION  OF  #U  AND  3I  IN  FOR  !U  OR  !L  IN  !U!L  AND 
SEGREGATION TO GRAIN BOUNDARIES IS EXPECTED TO BE THE SAME 
REGARDLESS  OF  WIRE  TYPE  BUT  THE  PHASE  TRANSFORMATION  OF 
!U!L  TO  !U!L  ONLY  OCCURS  WITH  4YPE  "  WIRE  4HE  ONLY 
DIFFERENCE  BETWEEN  DEVICES  BONDED WITH  !  AND  "  WIRES  IS 
CHEMICAL  NATURE  OF  THE  DOPANTS  AND  THEREFORE  THE  PHASE 
TRANSFORMATION  IS  ASSUMED  TO  BE  A  DIRECT  CONSEQUENCE  OF 
DIFFERENT DOPANTS OR AT LEAST THE DOPANTS PLAY A MAJOR ROLE IN 





REDUCTION  IN  !U  ACTIVITY  4HE  TENDENCY  OF  AN  ELEMENT  TO 
SEGREGATE  IS  RELATED TO THE SOLUBILITY OF THAT ELEMENT  IN THE 
HOST METAL OR COMPOUND AND GRAIN BOUNDARY STRUCTURE ALSO 
AFFECTS  SEGREGATION  BEHAVIOUR  GRAIN  BOUNDARIES WITH MORE 
DISLOCATIONS  CORES  USUALLY  ACCOMMODATING  SEGREGATED 
ELEMENTS QUITE READILY BECAUSE OF THE LARGER AVAILABLE VOLUME 
-ANY  METALLURGICAL  STUDIES  SUGGEST  THAT  IMPURITIES  CAN 
INTERACT  EXTENSIVELY  WITH  THE  HOST METALS  IN  ALLOYS  AND  CAN 
ATTRACT  OR  REPEL  OTHER  IMPURITIES  OR  ELEMENTS  POTENTIALLY 
AFFECTING  THE  THERMODYNAMIC  ACTIVITY  ;=  )N  ADDITION 
THE SAME ELEMENTS MAY SEGREGATE TO GRAIN BOUNDARIES AND 
INTERFACES PARTICULARLY WHEN THE SOLUBILITY OF THE ELEMENTS IN 
THE  HOST  IS  SEVERELY  LIMITED  ;=  AND  ELEMENTS  MAY  CO
SEGREGATE AND INTERACT AT THE SAME TIME 3EGREGATION REDUCES 
INTERFACIAL  AND  GRAIN  BOUNDARY  ENERGY  AND  SEGREGATED 





IT  CAN  ONLY  BE  ASSUMED  THAT  DOPANTS  PERHAPS  INTERACTING 
WITH  #U  ANDOR  3I	  CAUSE  A  REDUCTION  IN  ACTIVITY  OR  MORE 
SPECI½CALLY ACTIVITY COEF½CIENT AT THE !U!LLAYER 	 ¯ !U!L 
INTERFACE  WHICH  PROVIDES  A  THERMODYNAMIC  DRIVING  FORCE 
FOR  DIFFUSION  OF  !U  AND  THE  PHASE  TRANSITION  )NVESTIGATIONS 
OF  THE  EFFECTS  OF  IMPURITIES  ON  INTERMETALLIC  GROWTH  SHOWS 
THAT  ACTIVITY  OF  DIFFUSING  ELEMENTS MAY  REDUCE  OR  INCREASE 
AND  RESULT  IN  A  REDUCTIONINCREASE  OF  INTERMETALLIC 
THICKNESS ; =  
!LTHOUGH ACTIVITY AND ACTIVITY GRADIENT IS NOT MEASURABLE 
IN  THIS  STUDY  IT  IS  POSSIBLE  TO  CALCULATE  THE  THERMODYNAMIC 
FACTOR  ACROSS  THE  GROWING  NEW  PHASE  !U!L  LAYER  	 


















AND  THE ACCOMPANYING  REDUCTION OF  FREE ENERGY MEASURED 
BY  ¥2(!U
  4HE  THERMODYNAMIC  FACTOR  IS  INTERPRETED  AS  AN 
INDICATOR  OF  THE  DEPARTURE  OF  CONCENTRATED  SOLUTIONS  FROM 
IDEAL BEHAVIOUR AND THEREFORE IT IS A MEASURE OF THE EXTENT OF 
INTERACTION  BETWEEN  COMPONENTS  OF  A  SOLUTION  ;= 
)N  CHEMICAL  DIFFUSION  STUDIES  A  HIGH  DEGREE  OF  INTERACTION 
BETWEEN  THE  COMPONENTS  OF  A  GROWING  PHASE  AFFECTS  THE 
DIFFUSION  OF  EACH  ELEMENT  ACROSS  THE  PRODUCT  LAYER  AND 
THEREFORE  INTERMEDIATE PHASES AND  INTERMETALLIC COMPOUND 
LAYERS  OFTEN  HAVE  LARGE  THERMODYNAMIC  FACTORS  COMPARED 
WITH RANDOM ALLOYS ;= 'ENERALLY THE THERMODYNAMIC FACTOR 
SHOULD  BE  GREATER  THAN  ZERO  FOR  PHASE  STABILITY  IN  REGULAR 
SOLUTIONS  ;=  AND  ACCORDING  TO  "AIRD  ;=  A  LOW  VALUE  OF 




THE  PHASE  TRANSFORMATION  !U!L  TO  !U!L  LAYER  	  IMPLIES 
HIGH STABILITY FOR THE NEW PHASE AND A SIZEABLE THERMODYNAMIC 




DETAILS  MAKING  THE  CALCULATED  DATA  IN  4ABLE    ENTIRELY 
SPECULATIVE PHYSICAL INTUITION LEADS TO THE CONCLUSION THAT THE 
THERMODYNAMIC FACTOR MUST BE LARGER THAN ONE AND THAT THE 
HEAT  OF  REACTION  NEEDS  TO  BE  OF  REALISTIC  PROPORTIONS  IE  A 




THE  CONTRIBUTION  OF  THERMODYNAMIC  FORCES  TO  THE 
ENHANCEMENT OF $!U
 ! TENTATIVE CONCLUSION IS THAT THE HEAT 
OF  REACTION  SHOULD BE  REASONABLY  LARGE  IN  THE  RANGE  
K*MOL OR MORE  
   3UMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
4WO  WIRES  OF  DIFFERENT  CHEMISTRY  4YPE  !  AND  4YPE  " 
BALLBONDED TO THE IDENTICAL BONDPAD METALLIZATION GROW THE 
SAME  INTERMETALLICS  DURING  PARABOLIC  GROWTH  BUT  AFTER 
EXTENDED AGEING !U!L UNDERGOES A PHASE  TRANSFORMATION 
INTO  A  COMPOUND WHICH  FROM %$8  ANALYSIS  HAS  THE  SAME 
COMPOSITION AS !U!L LAYER 	 4HE OCCURRENCE OF THE PHASE 
TRANSFORMATION  ONLY  IN  4YPE  "  WIRE  ONLY  IS  ATTRIBUTED  TO 
DOPANTS  IN  THE  WIRE  THAT MAY  INTERACT  WITH  OTHER  DOPANTS 
ANDOR  WITH  BONDPAD  ELEMENTS  AND  REDUCE  THE  ACTIVITY  OF 
!U  IN !U!L  4HE  RESULTING ACTIVITY GRADIENT  IS PROPOSED  TO 
DRIVE  THE  DIFFUSION  OF  GOLD  FROM  THE  WIRE  INTO  THE  !U!L 




PACKAGE  RELIABILITY  PROVIDED  THE  PROCESS  PARAMETERS  ARE 
CORRECTLY OPTIMIZED  
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